We are reaching the end of BIOBRIDGES, what a great journey it was!
The links and bounds established within the consortium itself and
between the consortium and external stakeholders were without a
doubt productive and a good sign of the impact achieved.
The links and bounds established within the consortium and between this
consortium and external stakeholders was without any doubt very
satisfactory and a good sign of the impact achieved.
This was indeed the biggest non-technical barrier that we had to deal with
and some adjustments were made to the project, like for instance going
from onsite events to online workshops. Always Always in collaboration with
our project officer at BBI JU and following the inputs received during the
project review, we came up with a set of results that make us proud. In fact,
for a Coordination and Support Action, we produced an impressive number
of assets that will be the legacy of our project. These assets are grouped by
Studies, analysis and methodologies; Communication and awareness
campaigns; Connections and networking; Policy papers and
recommendations; Data.

Enjoy your reading and…
based on these assets, we expect to stay in contact with
all of you in the future.

At Biobridges we don’t like goodbyes,
so let’s just say “see you soon”.

BIOBRIDGES’ LEGACY:

DISCOVER HOW
BIOBRIDGES RESULTS CAN
BENEFIT YOU!

The BIOBRIDGES assets are available
for free to anyone interested in
fostering the bioeconomy in Europe,
with more cooperation, more
awareness and more action! We did our
best to develop analysis, methods,
formats and materials easily reusable by
all interested stakeholders in a wide
spectrum of activities.

READ MORE

Bio-based economy: consumers
had their say!
How much are consumers aware of bioeconomy and
bio-based products? Why would they buy or not biobased products? And in which sectors? How much
are they willing to pay? The BIOBRIDGES survey
gives you reply (and design recommendations too).

Available soon: BIOBRIDGES policy
paper with recommendations on how to
improve public acceptance of bio-based
products and processes
Even though many policy makers are convinced of
the bioeconomy’s environmental, economic and
social added value, it turns out that citizens are not
always equally enthusiastic, or even reject the
concept. Different factors, or a combination thereof,
can be attributed to this resistance.

Read more

Read more

Create new value chains in 5 steps: The
Bridge2Value methodology

From networking to a real cooperation:
the Biobridges way

Bridge2value is an innovative format, designed and

How is it possible to create new cross-sector

validated by BIOBRIDGES to create cross

interconnections in the bio-based sector? What are

interconnections between quadruple helix

the factors that facilitate their creation, overcoming

stakeholders towards the creation of a new value

the existing challenges? Let’s find out the Biobridges

chain.

way!

Read more

Read more

BioHeroes, helping us to disseminate
the bioeconomy
We have a necessity to use simple, concrete and
applicable in real life messages based on solid
scientific evidence and involvement of recognised
bioeconomy proponents: this is the rationale of our
BioHeroes.

Read more

22 & 23 October 2020

3 December 2020

Biobridges at Planetiers
World Gathering

Biobridges' interactive
webinar at World Bio Markets
2020

Read more

Read more

22 November 2020

14 October 2020

Communication
and collaboration for
the uptake of the
Bioeconomy, online

The Wool Value Chain,
online

Read more

Read more

www.biobridges-project.eu
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